We have examined the visuotopic organization of area V2 of macaque monkeys in relation to its modular construction, comprising repetitive cycles of stripes running perpendicular to the border with area V1. Receptive fields were plotted in anesthetised animals, mainly using long penetrations parallel to the V1 border crossing several stripes in dorsal V2 within the representation of paracentral, inferior visual field. We confirm that each set of modules (thick, thin, and interstripes) mounts an unbroken coverage of the visual field, since there is almost invariably some overlap between the aggregate fields recorded in successive stripes of the same class, at intervals of one cycle. Also as expected, penetrations perpendicular to the stripes record changes in eccentricity along an isopolar visual meridian. We measured the size of the point image along such an isopolar meridian in nine cases, and showed that on average it exceeds the length of a typical cycle; again, this implies that no point in space escapes analysis by any of the functional modules. The representation of eccentricity across a cycle of stripes resembles a "ratchet" model, in which the gradient of eccentricity across a single stripe exceeds the gradient across the full cycle, leading to discontinuities ("switchbacks") at the borders between stripes. The shift in eccentricity across the width of a stripe is sufficient to maintain a virtually continuous map across successive stripes of the same class; when coupled to receptive field scatter about the mean trend, this creates the overlap of aggregate fields. The presence of topographic discontinuities, in addition to functional ones, at stripe boundaries, reflects autonomy of function at the local level. At a global level, however, the organization of V2 may promote integration across stripes, since the range of visual overlap, and intrinsic connections, exceeds a single cycle. Furthermore, the reduplication of modules along the isopolar axis has the effect of increasing the isopolar magnification factor (mm0deg); the ratio of isopolar to iso-eccentric magnification is approximately 1.5:1, and this elongation abets the external configuration of V2 that, stretching concentrically around V1, has long been hypothesized to facilitate functional interaction between the two areas.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to examine the relationship between the modular architecture of area V2-its parallel cytochrome oxidase stripe compartments-and its visual topography. It has always seemed plausible that each compartment may re-represent the visual field, causing some kind of dislocation, or repetitive fracture within the global visual map Roe & Ts'o, 1995) . The situation is analogous to that in V1 where, at a somewhat finer scale, the visual field is dually represented across the parallel ocular-dominance bands. In V1, the demonstration of a fragmented but complete visual map, in each eye, is clearest in layer 4C, where receptive fields are smallest and most exclusively monocular (Hubel & Wiesel, 1977; Blasdel & Fitzpatrick, 1984; Tootell et al., 1988) . In V2 binocularity is the rule, of course, but here it is distinct functions that appear to be regularly compartmentalized, on a spatial scale that is at least twice as great (Hubel & Livingstone, 1987; Tootell & Hamilton, 1989; Ts'o et al., 1990) . The alternating pattern of dissimilar dark stripes interspersed with relatively regularly sized pale stripes, points, minimally, to a triplicate visual remapping, that we seek to test.
We set out to investigate stripe-related topography by mapping receptive fields (RFs) along a transect perpendicular to the stripes' axis, through one or more whole cycles. The basic geometry of V2 is one in which the stripes traverse its short axis, running from the border with V1 to the border with V3 (Livingstone & Hubel, 1982; Tootell et al., 1983) . The former represents the vertical meridian (VM), and the latter the horizontal meridian (HM) (Cragg, 1969; Zeki, 1969) , an organization that has been termed a "2nd-order transformation of the visual field" (Allman & Kaas, 1974) owing to its delocalization of the superior and inferior quadrants. It predicts that stripes should describe arcs of iso-eccentricity (Gattass et al., 1981; Rosa et al., 1988 )-see Fig. 1 -and this appears to be so, at least in the regions studied to date (Roe & Ts'o, 1995) . Discontinuity in the global map of V2 that is caused by stripes should thus be discontinuity of eccentricity, and ideally, the polar angle component of the map might be undisturbed. In previous studies of fractures, our own brief report emphasized vertical dislocations at stripe borders (equivalent to eccentricity for recordings located on the VM) whilst Roe and Ts'o employed a scalar measure, pooling RF shifts without regard to their exact direction Roe & Ts'o, 1995) . Here we provide additional data and analysis, to give a fuller account of visual topography across stripes.
Is a fractured global map, with regular discontinuities ("switchbacks") at stripe borders an inevitable consequence if multiple representations are to be housed within the same area? As illustrated below, a hypothetical topographic scheme that lacks fractures but maintains an unbroken, uniform visual coverage within each compartment, may easily be devised. The cost of such a scheme, which restores topographic continuity from one compartment to the next, is to impose other constraints upon the local topography. By contrast, a scheme with fractures allows each compartment some form of autonomy in its manner of visual representation, one which may be tailored to its particular function. From this perspective, visual topography represents another tool by which to characterize the functional diversity of stripes.
Methods

Receptive-field plotting and correction
Preparation and maintenance of animals, and details of the recording procedure, are described in the accompanying paper (Shipp & Zeki, 2002) . In general, these procedures were tailored to optimize the study of visual topography. For instance, in order to maximize the topographic signal-to-noise ratio ("noise" deriving from irreducible error in plotting RFs and keeping track of eye position), we made a midline craniotomy and introduced the electrode into dorso-medial V2, as close as possible to the midline in order to maximize inverse magnification (deg0mm) (Gattass et al., 1981) . To ensure an acute angle of approach, so that the electrode would run almost parallel to the cortical surface, it was necessary to dispense with a standard recording chamber and seal the cortical exposure with agar alone. Recording sites were studied at intervals of 100 mm. Receptive fields were plotted on a tangent screen at a distance of 114 cm and stored in Cartesian coordinates. RFs were plotted for both eyes, but the response properties determined through one eye alone. The standard stimulus was a light bar of luminance 30-60 cdm Ϫ2 (depending on the operating distance of the projector), with contrast over 95% on a background less than 1 cdm
Ϫ2
. All RFs were plotted as rectangular minimum response fields, using the best bar stimulus (i.e. adjusted for length, color and orientation0direction). Although each site was studied relatively briefly (15-45 min), it typically took 12 h or so to gather data from one or more cycles, often necessitating an overnight break in recording (for investigators' recuperation). In sum, we obtained usable topographic data for nine whole cycles of stripes from eight cases altogether (plus numerous partial cycles).
We plotted the foveas using a reversible ophthalmoscope. When a fovea was not visible we approximated its position from the radial pattern of blood vessels. Later inspection of the RFs could reveal up to 2 deg interocular discrepancy in the foveal plots-incorrectable since it is not known which fovea is the more accurately plotted. To monitor eye movement during the recordings, we plotted retinal landmarks (easily recognized blood vessel intersections) on the tangent screen along with the foveas. Using a reversing ophthalmoscope, the measurement is repeatable to within 1 deg. Landmarks were plotted at breaks between penetrations, or at intervals not exceeding 8 h. One experiment was used for trial of a reference electrode at a fixed location in V1; this gave a more convenient short-term measure of eye position, but added problems of maintenance over the longer term. On occasion, the main Fig. 1 . The representation of the contralateral superior quadrant by dorsal V2, lying in the lunate sulcus. Top: Schematic view of a left hemisphere with the occipital operculum cut away and stained for cytochrome oxidase, revealing the pattern of V2 stripes lying within the posterior banks of the lunate and inferior occipital sulci. Middle: V2 from the lunate sulcus, rotated so that its visual map is congruent with the visual field. The horizontal meridian runs along the fundus of the sulcus, and the vertical meridian along its lip. Bottom: The image of V2 transformed from Cartesian to polar coordinates (Adobe Photoshop), and superimposed on a map of the right inferior quadrant. This mimics the global visual topography in V2, and it can be seen that the stripes roughly describe arcs of isoeccentricity. It is also evident, however, that if this were an accurate depiction, each stripe would occupy a discrete segment of the visual field, and any one subset of stripes (e.g. all thick stripes) could not mount a universal representation of visual space. Hence predictions that the map will show local, stripe-related discontinuities.
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S. Shipp and S. Zeki electrode in V2 acted as its own reference if a second penetration recorded from sites nearby to the first. We also examined the RF plots for any sign of relative movement between the two eyes. If a systematic change in interocular disparity was consistent with the direct measurement of eye position, we used it to "fine tune" the correction and abolish any net drift in interocular disparity over the course of the experiment; there could still be a persistent nonzero value of interocular disparity due to the uncorrected error in the plots of foveal position.
The analysis of cyclic mapping in V2
Our aim was to tell how the visual field representation is segmented across regular cyclic alternation of functionally distinct compartments. Mean RF size, scatter, and net RF shift were computed for a unitary cycle, and for each of its four stripes. We then tested for retinotopic overlap between corresponding points in adjacent cycles (e.g. thin stripe to thin stripe), and for discontinuities and0or overlaps within a cycle.
The calculation of receptive-field size, scatter, and magnification factor RF size was defined as the square root of the field's area. Scatter was determined by the displacement of an RF center from its "predicted" position, assuming a linear path through the visual field as the electrode is pushed through the cortex. The latter was estimated using a least-squares regression of the X and Y coordinates of the RF center against electrode depth. The outcome is simply illustrated by a "trend-plot" (e.g. Fig. 5 ) which links the observed position of each field to its "predicted" position along the vector of topographic drift computed by the regression procedure. The RMS scatter of the "n" units recorded in a single penetration was computed as RMS scatter (single penetration)
, n Ϫ 2) being the degrees of freedom, in the manner of a statistical mean-square.
Shifts in RF location were measured as the distance between the "predicted" (regressed) positions of the first and last cells in a defined group of units (e.g. a whole cycle or one of its component stripes). Because single stripe and full cycle regressions predict different positions for any given unit's RF, the cyclic shift is not necessarily equal to the sum of the four component stripe shifts. We were interested, principally, in shifts occasioned by moving perpendicular to the stripes. Due to the configuration of stripes in V2, this demands an analysis of shifts in eccentricity. However, for those penetrations that passed near to and parallel with the V1 border, we substituted an analysis of elevation up the VM, since changes in elevation (but not eccentricity) are independent of the exact location determined for the fovea. Standard linear magnification factors (mm0deg) were computed for the axis perpendicular to the stripes after accounting, trigonometrically, for the angle of the electrode track to this axis. Since we are considering visual field coverage, we also work in terms of inverse magnification, otherwise referred to as "slope" (deg0mm) in our standard plots of stripe related topography. The slopes of individual stripes were compared to that of their parent cycle, and the population data evaluated by binomial statistics. The raw datum for this procedure was the binocular average of the RF center plotted through each eye; for comparability, the illustrations also display "binocular" RFs, calculated as the spatial average of the two monocular fields, after all appropriate correction for ocular drift (see above).
Analysis of visual field coverage and overlap
We used several means to measure the overlap between the visual representations in separate stripes. In terms of area (deg 2 ), overlap between the aggregate RFs of two stripes was expressed as a fraction of the mean RF area of all the component RFs of that pair of stripes. The aim is to collate data across individuals with similar but not identical recording sites, so this normalizing procedure helps to correct for variations in the scale of representation (i.e. variations in magnification) due to differences in eccentricity. Overlap might, in principle, be expressed as a fraction of the aggregate RF area itself, but the resulting normalization is less robust since aggregate RF area is prone to additional variability dependent on RF scatter, and the unit sample size from each stripe. Other, linear, analyses of RF coverage were based on RF size and the eccentricity component of RF location. The linear point image (the extent of cortex receiving input from a notional visual point) was compiled from a full cycle of stripe RF data. Aggregate RF size was computed as mean RF size plus the diameter of an envelope encompassing 95% of all that cycle's units in a standard scatterplot-a diagram showing the distribution of all RF centers about their predicted location (e.g. Fig. 5 ). The point image (notionally, of any point in the target cycle) was taken to be the ratio of the aggregate RF size to the shift in eccentricity recorded across that cycle-and the aim was to test whether the point image exceeds one cycle in size (see Fig. 4 ).
"Slope," "scope," and "smear" indices These indices were computed separately for each class of stripe, and measure the relative contributions of visual mapping, and RF size and scatter, toward an uninterrupted coverage of the visual field by that set of stripes. The visual mapping is the shift in eccentricity across the width of the stripe; RF size and RMS scatter are as defined above. The denominator, cyclic shift, estimates the unit of visual space that is each stripe's duty to cover. Each of these parameters is calculated independently for each eye, before averaging to yield a binocular value. Then Slope index ϭ Stripe shift, Cyclic shift ,
Cyclic shift .
Values above 1.0 imply unbroken coverage of the visual field by the associated set of stripes, according to one or other hypothetical models of V2 topography (see Fig. 7 ). Values below 1.0 might falsify a particular model. Note that, using RMS scatter, the scope (ϭ scatter ϩ slope) and smear indices provide a conservative measure of RF dispersion.
Results
Determination of stripe boundaries
In part I of this report, we allocated about 20% of units to marginal zones, to avoid possible contamination of stripe classes by errors of stripe assignment. The current exercise, to examine the visual Area V2. II: The impact of stripes on visual topographytopography of functionally distinct modules in V2, requires a forced-choice allocation of every receptive field to one stripe or another. Logically, having established that stripes are functionally distinct entities (Shipp & Zeki, 2002) , the physiology data can be allowed to resolve the ambiguity inherent in histological borders. Thus, where possible, functional transitions at or within the marginal zone were used to allocate all marginal units to one or other of their neighboring stripes. Many of these transitions were "thematic," in that they followed the gross characteristics of a stripe, for example, a transition to spectral sensitivity at a thin stripe border, or to orientation sensitivity at a thin0interstripe border. Unexpectedly, several borders between thick stripes and interstripes were localized by "non-thematic" transitions of orientation sensitivity, involving minority, local patches of nonoriented cells in one or other stripe. These are listed in Table 1 . Interstripe0thick stripe borders were also localized by the onset of direction sensitivity, or changes in the preferred local orientation. It is worth noting that the physiological data, by itself, does not yield a coherent set of stripe borders, for there are some transitions internal to stripes, and some stripe borders lacking any such transition. The final borders that were used were thus histological ones, tightened by physiological criteria. There was one exception, where the "thematic" functional border of a stripe occurred outside the histological marginal zone (case SP34, noted in the legend to Fig. 10 ). In this circumstance, it was deemed most logical to allow the functional border to override the histological one, since the aim of the exercise is to examine visual topography of separate functions (and since there is always the possibility of minor, unrecoverable error in electrode track reconstruction). In other words, the histological borders may serve as proxies for some functional transitions that we may have missed (due to our limited stimulus repertoire), but should not override those that emerge plainly.
Overlapping representations from stripe to stripe
How can we be sure that each set of stripes contains a continuous and unbroken visual map? We develop a number of indirect tests below but, where there are sufficiently rich recordings from single stripes, the simplest test is to check that aggregate fields recorded in successive stripes of the same type are not too isolated from each other. Fig. 2 shows an example: five penetrations made parallel to the axis of the stripes, in which the most medial and lateral recordings were assigned to thick stripes. The aggregate RFs of these two thick stripe locations, roughly one cycle apart, are virtually juxtaposed. Each might be considered as a sample from a discrete point in the course of a cycle and, although there is no direct overlap, the gap of "unrepresented" space between them is tiny. Thus, at least in this part of V2 in this animal, little or no region of visual space is likely to escape a "thick stripe" analysis. The same conclusion pertains for two successive interstripes, whose aggregate RFs actually show substantial overlap. The remaining penetration was at a thin0interstripe border. It was the only one to display wavelength selectivity, and its fields over lapped those of all the other penetrations, suggesting-as anticipated-that there is substantial overlap in the visual coverage of separate functions within a cycle. 
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All other topographic data came from penetrations oriented perpendicular to the stripes. Here, the sample obtained from each stripe normally spans its full width. To compare across cases and normalize for variations due to eccentricity, overlaps are expressed as a fraction of the local mean RF area. The analysis was performed separately for each eye, then averaged (Fig. 3) . The mean overlap over an interval of one cycle was 0.7 RFs, and samples from pairs of thick, thin, and interstripes did not differ~Fϭ 0.4, P Ͼ 0.5). Like the result in Fig. 2 , this larger body of evidence suggests that each set of stripes mounts an independent, unbroken representation of the visual field. As anticipated, samples at smaller intervals show progressively greater overlap: 1.2, and 1.6 RFs for (31, 25, & 21) , shown at lower magnification, help to identify thick (K) and thin (N) stripes, by tracing the pattern through to its excursion down the bank of the lunate sulcus, where stripes are easily distinguishable. Stripes in the region of the penetrations had to be identified by the principle of alternation alone (signified by lower case letters n & k!. (b) Receptive fields plotted in five penetrations made parallel to the stripes, close to the border with V1. The RFs belonging to each stripe are shown, shaded, against a background of the outlines of the RFs recorded in all five stripes. These are "binocular average" fields, displayed as an equally weighted average of the fields recorded separately in the two eyes. Note the systematic increase in elevation, from left to right, as the recording sites shift laterally, closer to central vision. Note also that in this, as in subsequent illustrations, that there are likely to be residual small errors (1 deg-2 deg) in foveal location. the half-, and quarter-cycle data, respectively. The half-cycle data are expanded (Fig. 3) , to compare the overlap between thick and thin stripes, and between pairs of interstripes separated by either a single thick or thin stripe. The values obtained did not differ significantly~Fϭ 1.0, P Ͼ 0.1). Notably, the overlap between successive interstripes is similar to that between mixed pairs of thick and thin stripes, and exceeds the overlap of thick to thick or thin to thin. So, if the two interstripes in a cycle serve duplicate functions, they would seem to cover the visual field in greater depth than either set of thick or thin stripes.
An alternative model, prompted by findings in Roe and Ts'o (1995) and Shipp and Zeki (2002) , is that the interstripes are weakly asymmetric, each being biased in character toward the dark stripe on its medial margin. The final component of Fig. 3 lends partial support, showing that the overlap between immediately adjacent stripes is also weakly asymmetric. To be more stringent, the comparison is restricted to thick and thin stripes lying either side of the very same interstripe, and shows a slightly greater overlap of an interstripe with its medial neighbor (but more evident for thick medial neighbors than thin); a one-tailed, paired, t-test yields t ϭ 1.8, P Ͻ 0.05.
Are cycles of stripes discrete units of function?
We might picture a single cycle of stripes as a discrete unit of function, that is, one that contains all the neural components necessary for processing a discrete sector of the visual field. If a discrete cycle were to be a physiological reality, there should be corresponding sharp discontinuities in visual representation, where one cycle gives way to the next: most adjacent stripes should show almost 100% overlap in their visual representations but, at a given point in the cycle, repeated from one cycle to the next, the overlap should be closer to zero. The result of Fig. 3 outlaws this picture, because it shows uniform stripe-stripe overlap across the cycle; in other words, there is no fixed point at which one discrete cycle can be said to end, and another to begin. Two simple conclusions follow; firstly, that a single cycle is a purely notional entity, with arbitrary start and end points; and secondly, that the visual segmentations achieved by each set of stripes are imperfectly registered, or out of phase with each other. We refer to the latter as a "phase-shifted" model.
The cycle and the linear point image
Although a cycle of stripes may have arbitrary start and end points, the dimensions of a cycle should still be commensurate with the "grain size" of visual analysis in V2. Hence we expect a notional "point" in the visual field to be represented, in all modalities (motion, color, etc.) across a stretch of cortex no smaller in extent than a single cycle. In other words, we expect that the size of the cortical point image (McIlwain, 1986) should exceed the length of a single cycle in the axis perpendicular to the stripes.
It is conventional to calculate a linear point image as (Dow et al., 1981) Point image (mm) ϭ Aggregate RF size (deg) ϫ magnification factor (mm0deg).
Or, using cycles as the unit of distance Point image (cycles) ϭ Aggregate RF size (deg)
Shift per cycle (deg) . shows its determination using RF size, scatter, and topographic shift measured over the course of a single cycle. The shift per cycle is the net change in eccentricity of RF centers recorded while traversing one cycle of stripes (identified histologically); if recording near and parallel to the V10V2 border this corresponds to a shift along the VM. And, if cycles are not discrete, it should not matter between which specific points the cycle is measured (e.g. mid-K to mid-K, or N0I border to N0I border, etc.). Aggregate RF depends on the size and scatter of RFs, but its specific definition is somewhat arbitrary. Here, we noted the vertical span that includes 95% of RF scatter, and calculated aggregate RF size as the sum of this value and the mean RF size. Values were calculated in each eye, then averaged.
The full data from nine separate cycles (recorded in eight hemispheres) are given in Table 2 , variations in cyclic shift and aggregate field size being illustrated graphically in Fig. 6 . Some of this variability reflects individual differences, but it can also be seen that the cyclic shift and aggregate RF size are generally larger at the higher eccentricity (measured in number of cycles from the The values obtained ranged from 0.7 to 2.5, with a geometric mean of 1.43. The mean value is sufficiently close to unity to imply that the point image is indeed commensurate with the size of one cycle. And, because it slightly exceeds unity, we can reiterate that successive cycles seem to map overlapping segments of the visual field, ensuring topographic continuity.
The nature of mapping within stripes
So far we have established that each of the three sets of stripes supports a continuous retinotopic map, and that the three maps are interlaced with a shift of phase from one to the next. The latter suggests some form of discontinuity in the maps at the interface between stripes. We now proceed to evaluate this possibility, and to examine the nature of visual maps internal to a stripe. Fig. 7 illustrates some of the schemes that we might entertain. Model A is the phase-registered model we rejected above; the others are varieties of phase-shifted model. In model B, the phase shift is introduced without any form of mapping internal to the stripe (each stripe has zero slope); the number of discontinuities is increased four-fold but, on average, each one is four times smaller. Model C (a "ramp" model) eliminates the discontinuities by setting each stripe to have an identical internal slope. Models A, B, and C all share constraints on the aggregate RF size (labelled "smear" in Fig. 7 ): in order to close gaps in the visual field between successive stripes of the same class, its magnitude must be no less than the visual size of the cycle; but furthermore, in order to provide uniformly dense coverage of the visual field, it should exactly match the visual size of the cycle. Hence, in each of models A, B, and C, smear is set equal to shift per cycle. Model D ("ratchet") removes this constraint by setting the slope within each stripe sufficiently steep to match the shift per cycle; so here the shift per stripe and shift per cycle are of equal magnitude. This introduces sharp discontinuities (switchbacks) between the maps of each stripe, but the aggregate RF (or smear) is now free to adopt any size, without inducing gaps or uneven coverage of the visual field; so, in this model, smear could conceivably differ across the three types of stripe. Fig. 8 illustrates the construction of charts in the format of Fig. 7 from our RF data. Each of the stripes in this cycle (identified histologically in Fig. 8b ) appear separately, in a plot of eccentricity against electrode depth. Typically, if analyzed separately, the results from each eye differ a little; this might, in part, reflect a systematic organization of retinal disparity between the two eyes, but for present purposes we treat it as topographic noise, probably compounded by random error in plotting fields, and eye position. To reduce noise, we plot binocular-average eccentricity against recording depth, and show binocular-average RF outlines. Binocular averaging slightly enhances the correlation between eccentricity and cortical distance, to yield the results we report (see Figs. 9-12 for further examples). In brief, we compare the slope of each stripe to that of its parent cycle to determine which of the models in Fig. 7 is most accurate, and whether the same model applies equally to all three stripe classes.
Overall, we have measured the gradient in eccentricity ("slope") across 36 stripes from seven animals in which a single penetration traversed at least one full cycle, so permitting comparison of the local slope across each stripe to the slope across the cycle as a whole (see Fig. 13 and Table 3 ). In almost all cases (34036, 94%), eccentricity fell as the stripe was traversed medio-laterally, which we treat as a "positive" slope. Furthermore, a significant majority, 29036 (81%) of these stripes had a slope which exceeded that obtaining for the cycle as a whole~P Ͻ 0.0005, one-tailed, on the null hypothesis that this fraction should be 50%). The proportion of steeper slopes was similar in each class of stripe. Table 4 details some control procedures, where we subjected other coordinates (e.g. polar angle; interocular disparity of eccentricity) predicted to bear no relation to the stripe architecture, to a similar analysis. In all of these controls data from individual stripes behaved more like random subsamples of the parent cycle, so highlighting the stripes' particular relationship to the mapping of eccentricity.
Thus far, the analysis offers initial support to the "ratchet" model ( Fig. 7D ). Yet, as the various models demonstrate, there are many potential combinations of the two factors-slope and smearthat would endow a set of stripes with an unbroken visual map. It is thus important to examine these factors more closely across individuals, to see if they may differ between thick, thin, and interstripes. Figs. 8-12 illustrate the prevailing tendency for the map within a single stripe to have a slope greater than that of the whole cycle, and the associated discontinuities ("switchbacks") between adjacent stripes. However, there are also instances of near 
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continuity (fitting a "ramp" model), for example, between the third, fourth, and fifth stripes in Fig. 12 . Overall, there is sufficient case-case variability in topographic organization that a brief inspection reveals no ready distinction between the internal maps of thick, thin, or interstripes. Our next step was thus to pool data across individuals, in order to form a picture of an "average" V2. Fig. 14 shows the result of this exercise, using the same format as the models of Fig. 7 . The average V2 bears a close resemblance to the "ratchet" model (Fig. 7D) . The slope of the map differs across the three classes of stripe, and the presence of switchbacks is obvious. However, the relative slopes are not set strictly by the relative widths of the stripes, and they are all a little less steep than predicted. This means that, although the visual map is virtually continuous across each set of stripes, scatter of RFs about the mean slope might remain an important factor in ensuring overlap from one stripe to the next of the same class-the key constraint that the "ratchet" model is designed to eliminate. The discrepancy between the modelled and observed slopes is less marked in thick than in thin stripes, and least for the pair of interstripes on the left half of Fig. 14, which are treated as identical and sharing visual coverage. Alternatively, if the two interstripes are treated as distinct classes, and averaged separately (as for the pair at right in Fig. 14) , it is logical to regard each as mounting independent coverage of the visual field. The predicted slopes are now still steeper than the observed interstripe slopes, the discrepancy exceeding that pertaining to thin stripes. We now evaluate these differences more quantitatively.
Slope, scope, and smear indices
We used these indices (see Methods for formulae) to assess the relative roles of mapping (stripe shift) and RF scatter and size, in spatial coverage. The slope index compares the shift across a stripe to the shift between adjacent cycles (cyclic shift). Hence the "ratchet" model would predict a slope index of 1.0 for each stripe (as shown in Fig. 7) . The scope index includes, in addition, the effects of RF scatter. If the slope index is less than 1.0, then the scope index should exceed 1.0 to eliminate gaps in coverage of . Schematic depiction of four alternative models for the topography of field representation in V2 with respect to its stripes. The horizontal axis is cortical distance perpendicular to the stripes; the vertical axis is eccentricity. All models display the same cyclic shift, that is, the same displacement between equivalent points in adjacent cycles. A: Phase-registered model; B: Phase-shifted model with zero slope intrinsic to a stripe. C: Phase-shifted ("ramp") model with uniform slope across the cycle, to ensure continuity from one stripe to the next (i.e. between immediately neighboring stripes). D: Phase-shifted ("ratchet") model with steeper slopes, to ensure continuity from one stripe to the next of the same class. See text for further details.
the visual field. A scope index ϭ 2.0 implies that the visual territory of a stripe is 100% overlapped by the pair of like, neighboring stripes (50% from one side, 50% from the other). The third, "smear," index is most relevant to the "ramp" model, and was compiled from RMS scatter and mean RF size, to record the dispersion of visual field coverage about a point in each stripe map. Models A, B, and C in Fig. 7 are all illustrated with smear index ϭ 1.0. The topographic trend of the binocular average field centers (calculated separately for each stripe, as the regression of eccentricity on recording depth). The overall trend for the whole cycle is calculated from the same set of receptive fields, but shown over a slightly longer distance, for clarity of presentation. From left-to-right, the penetration follows a medial-to-lateral direction. There is a gap in the recording sequence of 500 mm following a lesion at depth 2500. Bottom: RF properties of each cell. Key: concentric circles-nonoriented; solid bars-orientation selective, slant of bar matches preferred orientation; dashed barsorientation biased; x symbol-orientation not classified. Arrows indicate position of lesions. (b) Identification of stripes for receptive fields shown in Fig. 8 (electrode track 2) and Fig. 16 (track 1) . The two, parallel tracks are separated by 1 mm along the stripe axis: Track 1, with 24 units in 2800 mm, passes through the external margin of V2 into V1 (top); Track 2, with 32 units in 3900 mm, skims the crown of the postlunate gyrus and just reaches into the lunate sulcus (middle). The first recorded units are marked by white arrowheads; dark arrowheads indicate track-marking lesions. The second lesion in track 1 is in V1. The third lesion in track 2 marks the termination of recording. Most of track 2 passes through layers 5 and 6; the light area just beyond the third lesion is white matter. The top and middle elements correspond to the boxed region of the lower image, a composite of a pair of sections passing through more superficial layers of the lunate sulcus, and shown at lower magnification to facilitate stripe identification. There is an unmistakable sequence of K and N stripes in the depth of the sulcus, but toward its rim, medially (leftward), an adjacent pair of N and K stripes undergo a bifurcation. The sibling stripes are provisionally identified by maintaining the sequence of alternation (as signified by lower case n and k!. Both tracks 1 and 2 intersect the most medial sibling, taken to be a thin stripe.
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We determined these indices for every stripe and Table 5 reports the average value for each type of stripe (plus supporting data). Let us first compare thick and thin stripes, which have similar slopes. The slope index is below unity for both classes of stripe, but although the slopes are therefore not quite as steep as predicted by the "ratchet" model, consideration of the standard errors (Table 5) suggests that the difference is not significant. Thus the ratchet model cannot be disproved. It is possible that the mapping may also rely on scatter to achieve continuity and, in both thick and thin stripes, the scope index is comfortably in excess of unity. Both sets of stripes should thus have a continuous distribution of RF centers along the isopolar visual axis, with plenty of overlap from one stripe to the next of its class.
As above, data from the interstripes have been treated according to two alternative hypotheses: as if alternate interstripes are functionally distinct, or as if all interstripes are functionally equivalent. For the former the interstripe data are pooled into separate I m and I l categories, then analyzed like thick or thin stripes; data for the latter are pooled across all interstripes (I p ), but each compared to half the shift of the associated cycle. The outcome is that, treated individually, I m and I l stripes are not too dissimilar to each other, but are inferior to thin stripes in their visual field coverage. Nonetheless, each has a scope index slightly in excess of unity, so there are no major gaps in the distribution of RF centers. This means that, topographically, an alternate set of interstripes can mount a full coverage of the visual field-and hence there are no firm topographic grounds for debarring the idea that the two interstripes within a cycle might be differently specialized in function. Alternatively, if treated as identical in function, the spatial coverage of the interstripes surpasses that of the thick stripes. Indeed, the slope index of the pooled data is about equal to unity, suggesting that the "ratchet" model is a reliable description Fig. 9 . The receptive-field topography across two cycles of stripes in case SP07. Conventions follow Fig. 8 . There is a gap in the recording sequence of 2000 mm at a depth of 3200 to 5200 mm (rapid advance of electrode occasioned by onset of small monocular RFs at 3300, wrongly assumed to indicate that the electrode had passed from V2 into V1). The penetration traverses two full cycles, whose overall slopes are shown separately. Note reverse slope in second N stripe at a depth of 8350-9350 mm. See Fig. 1 of the companion paper for these stripes' anatomy.
of interstripe topography if these stripes do all perform equivalent functions.* Finally, recall that for the "ramp" model ( Fig. 7C) , the constraint is on smear, which must exceed the cyclic shift in order to eliminate gaps in field coverage. Smear is provided not only by RF scatter, but also by the bodies of RFs (which of course are not mere points, but possess a finite area). The smear index is comfortably greater than 1.0 in all types of stripe, so a "ramp" topography would not be prohibited by inadequate RF size and scatter. Yet the ramp model provides a poor fit to the data in general-as if the avoidance of local discontinuities, that it achieves, is unimportant.
Statistical comparison of stripes' topography
The data summarized in Table 5 were formally tested for differences between stripes, using a two-way ANOVA (factors of case, and stripe-K, I m , N, & I l ). The stripe width data (determined functionally) gave F 3,15 ϭ 7.4, P Ͻ 0.005, confirming the variation in width that is evident anatomically. None of the RF measures and none of the three indices yielded so significant a result. The most extreme were for RF scatter~F 3,15 ϭ 3.6, P Ͻ 0.05) and stripe shift F 3,15 ϭ 2.9, P Ͻ 0.1) reflecting a higher degree of scatter, and shift, in thick stripes (Table 5) . Therefore, the stripes we examined were not formally distinct and it is evident that a larger sample size may be required for statistical confirmation of any topographic differences between them.
Analysis of switchbacks at stripe borders
The switchbacks of a "ratchet" model imply that the local functional domains have a degree of topographic autonomy from each other. Is there any regular variation across a cycle, or local correlation between the size of a switchback and the sharpness of any transition in RF properties? We measured the magnitude of the switchback at all four classes of stripe borders (K0I, I0N, N0I, & I0K), also noting whether there was an obvious local transition in RF properties (Table 6 ). Differences in switchback size were tested by using ANOVA across all four classes, and a specific t-test grouping K0I and N0I in comparison to I0K and I0N (to test the "medial neighbor" hypothesis, that each interstripe has a closer functional association with its medial dark stripe). Neither test was positive~P Ͼ 0.5, and P Ͼ 0.1, respectively), so this procedure produced no further evidence for asymmetry within the stripe cycle. Equally, switchback size was not firmly correlated with the presence or absence of a functional discontinuity (such as a change in wavelength and0or orientation selectivity at a thin stripe border) or whether the discontinuity was "thematic" (e.g. lack of orientation selectivity at an interstripe border, for a "non-thematic" discontinuity): borders with a thematic discontinuity had larger switchbacks on average (Table 6 ), but the effect was not signifi-*The slope index produced by this numerical analysis is an arithmetic mean, and hence slightly greater than the equivalent that can be derived by inspection of Fig. 14, which illustrates geometric means. Fig. 10 . The receptive-field topography across almost two cycles of stripes in case SP34. Conventions follow Fig. 8 (except that the visual field map is shown as an inset, lower right). When defined functionally, the medial (leftmost) thin stripe includes two units, around depth 1000 mm, that histologically are N0I marginals, and two further nonoriented units that, histologically, are I-stripe cells. Elsewhere, histological and functional borders are consistent. There is a small gap in the recording sequence of 300 mm, postlesion, at a depth of 3100 mm. See Fig. 3 of the companion paper for these stripes' anatomy.
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S. Shipp and S. Zeki cant~P Ͼ 0.1). It is worth noting that functional continuity in our dataset is not a guarantee of functional continuity at the stripe border in question, since we did not test all possible stimuli. Across all stripe borders, the grand mean switchback size was 0.44 deg, approximately 40% of the mean shift per cycle.
Stripe substructure
Stripes themselves are composed of different functional cell types, a functional substructure that may possess its own subordinate topography. In general, our sampling was too coarse to support a rigorous analysis at this smaller scale, but some individual examples, where we encountered runs of cells with similar selectivity, are worth examining. Fig. 15 reexamines a track with specialized subdivisions of the initial thick stripe and interstripe. The key feature is a run of six successive directional cells on the medial edge of the thick stripe, showing a 1.9-deg shift in eccentricity over 550 um. The shift over the whole cycle was 2.2 deg, so this small group of directional cells, by itself, has a slope index of 0.88, comparing favorably to the slope index of the thick stripe as a whole, 0.26 (the remainder of the stripe undergoes a topographic reversal). Notably, though, the preferred direction of each cell was not uniform, so we are still some way from demonstrating complete coverage for any specific direction of motion. Pursuing this theme, the rest of the thick stripe, and the next interstripe, are divided into stretches of similar tuning specificity-but for orientation, not direction. These groups cover rather smaller segments of field (0.4 deg or less), but the general pattern is suggestive of multiple component topographies for the representation of each orientation. The final example comes from a thin stripe. It was recorded in case SP03 in a penetration that, failing to traverse a whole cycle (Fig. 8 part 2 ), has not so far figured in the analysis of topography. The 12 units in this sequence provided several small runs of similar wavelength tuning (Fig. 16 -see legend for details). Again, there are switchbacks in the mapping of eccentricity, a sign perhaps that each subcomponent has an independent topography. The shift within each group is as much as 1.0 deg, an appreciable fraction of the likely, overall shift per cycle.
Discussion
Many cortical areas may have a modular construction, but nowhere is this more emphatic than area V2, whose striped architecture spans all layers and can be visualized by studies of histochemistry, connectivity, single-unit physiology, and functional imaging (Peterhans, 1997; Roe & Ts'o, 1997) . In many ways, the modules of V2 continue the specialized functions of their antecedents in V1. But if V2 is to function as more than the sum of its parts, there must be inter-modular interactions. The anatomical substrates for such activity are known to exist Levitt et al., 1994; Malach et al., 1994) . The aim of this paper is to explore the way the separate modules fit together, locally, to make up a global area; it can be instructive to compare what is actually observed with hypothetical alternative modular architectures. The underlying thesis here, as elsewhere, is that the key to any "global" function of V2 lies in the interaction of its specialized modular operations.
Concepts of multiple representation
Contingent upon the fact that stripes are differently specialized is the notion that each set should mount a full, independent coverage of the visual field. Even if virtually axiomatic, this is the obvious starting point in the examination of topographic data. The simplest test is whether the aggregate fields recorded from stripes at an interval of one cycle overlap with each other. Almost invariably, they do; furthermore the allocation of visual space to each stripe seems relatively efficient, as the amount of overlap is typically less than the area of an average receptive field. We performed two further analyses to complement this result. These used linear measures of mapping along the isopolar visual field axis that runs perpendicular to the stripes. Firstly, pooling data from a single stripe cycle (a thick, a thin, and two interstripes), we calculated the size of the linear point image (McIlwain, 1986) in several individuals and showed that, on average, it exceeds the dimensions of the cycle. Thus, a single visual point is processed throughout the course of a cycle: were this not generally the case, one would begin to suspect that some points in space might be omitted from some subset of processing operations, wherever the dimensions of the cycle exceeded the point image in question. Secondly, we pooled data across thick stripes, thin stripes, etc. from different individuals, for separate analysis of the mapping of visual space by each cycle element. We calculated what we have termed a "scope index", in order to compare the map in each type of stripe to the map in its parent cycle. Unlike the above two procedures, the scope index ignores RF area0size, and measures only the distribution of RF centers, parameterized into components of "map" and "scatter". A scope index in excess of 1.0, which was the result in all three classes of stripe, indicates that the spread of RF centers across a single stripe is sufficient to match the shift in visual location from one cycle to the next (a "cycle-step"), resulting from the global map in V2. And, if this is true for any given stripe in relation to its parent cycle, there should be no gaps between the coverage of that stripe and the next one of the same class, residing in the adjacent cycle.
Maps within maps
At the next level of analysis, it has to be considered that stripes are undoubtedly coalitions of distinct functions. Within thick stripes, for instance, there are instances of orientation, direction and stereodepth sensitivity (Hubel & Livingstone, 1987; Peterhans & von der Heydt, 1993; Roe & Ts'o, 1995) -and each must be expressed contiguously across the visual field. In turn, a map of directions 
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S. Shipp and S. Zeki must include components tuned to each different direction. It is not necessary to enumerate all possible elemental maps to conclude that a single penetration cannot hope to monitor them all independently. Therefore, we have to ask how satisfactorily a limited Fig. 13 . Summary of stripe slopes in comparison to their parent cycles. The greater variability of the former is evident. In contrast to Figs. 8-12, the data shown here are corrected for oblique electrode trajectories that are not exactly at 90 deg to the stripes, so that the "slope" corresponds to the linear inverse magnification factor in the axis perpendicular to stripes, concerning change in eccentricity. Steeper  9  13  7  15  14  29  Shallower  3  2  2  5  2  7  All  12  15  9  20  16  36 a Given are numbers of stripes with slopes steeper, or shallower than the slope of the cycle in which they occur, classified (A) as thick (K), inter (I), or thin (N); (B) according to the significance (i.e. P-value arising from a 2-tailed t-test) for the difference in slope between each stripe and its parent cycle. Excluded are stripes with fewer than five recorded RFs, and stripes from subtotal cycles. a Comparison of eccentricity (and y coordinate) with other elements of topography that are not predicted to be organized in relation to the stripe architecture of V2. The latter include the binocular mean polar angle and x coordinate, and interocular disparity of x, y, and e (eccentricity) coordinates. (A) relative slope: comparison of a stripe to its entire parent cycle; for x, y, and e disparity, the parent cycle slope is zero; for polar angle and x coordinate, the parent slope is nonzero where the electrode track is not fully perpendicular to stripes. (B) numbers of stripes with slopes that do not differ from the parent cycle slope~P Ͼ 0.05), or are significantly steeper or shallower~P Ͻ 0.05) (2-tailed t-test). In both respects, (A) and (B) the "control" elements of stripe topography are essentially random.
sample (e.g. thick stripe RFs) can represent a compendium of separate maps. The analyses we performed would work best if all the component maps are freely interspersed at a cellular level. This scheme supposes one "master" thick stripe map, constituting multiple directions, disparities, and orientations at each point. As the electrode traverses this map, the functional class that is sampled varies randomly, but the RF locations of each class stand in for each other and the resulting plots of mapping and scatter are not systematically distorted. This scheme represents a hypothetical ideal, for it is known that functions do cluster on a subordinate scale (Tootell & Hamilton, 1989; Ts'o et al., 1990; Malach et al., 1994; Roe & Ts'o, 1995) . In our experiments, RF location was sampled at intervals of 100 mm, so the scale of clustering has to be several fold larger in order to potentially distort the emergent thick stripe map. If this was generally the case, we would expect to see it in the RF data, in the form of regular offsets, or reversals of slope, within single stripes. Such features have been reported previously (Roe & Ts'o, 1995) , and there were occasional clear examples in our own data (Figs. 15 and 16 ): in Fig. 15 , for instance, an unusually long run of directional cells yields a local anomaly in topography, such that the total thick stripe sequence is better modelled as separate components. In general, however, this is not characteristic of our results, and it would seem that the scale of functional clustering within stripes is not so much coarser than the scale of our sampling.
The local construction of V2
The borders of individual stripes are notoriously indistinct. Even in optimally stained cytochrome oxidase tissue, it is essentially arbitrary to locate a border to better than 6 100 mm. Are the functional boundaries between stripes equally blurred? It is worth recalling, in this context, that Roe and Ts'o (1995) reported sequences of color cells spanning a greater width than the corresponding histological thin stripe, apparently loosening the correlation between histology and physiology. In the companion paper, marginal zones between stripes were treated as a separate category. But this was primarily to safeguard the properties of stripe "cores" from contamination by uncertain placement of the border, possibly compounded by limitations in electrode track reconstruction. For the present analysis it was necessary to dispense with marginal zones, and we have segmented the recordings using a combination of histological and functional criteria to discern stripe boundaries. In about 80% of cases, there was some evident physiological discontinuity coincident with the histological border; for example, the onset of wavelength or orientation selectivity, or perhaps a pronounced shift in the preferred orientation. Some of these physiological transitions (which we labelled "non-thematic") were discordant with the major characteristics of the stripes in question. In the remainder of cases, the division was purely histological, as the physiology appeared uniform in the factors we tested. A physio- . The slope in all three types of stripe is greater than that pertaining across the cycle as a whole, leading to obvious discontinuities-"switchbacks"-between stripes. But the stripe slopes are not quite as large as those predicted by a "ratchet" model ( Fig. 7D) , in which each stripe is credited with a shift equal to the whole cycle shift. The average data, and the modelled slopes, are shown in two variants: at left, equivalent (pooled) interstripes (I p ) , dividing visual coverage equally between them; at right, distinct interstripes, derived from separate averaging of the I m and I l components (and hence with different widths, shifts, and slopes), and mounting separate visual coverage. Table 5 . Mean values for the data underlying the "average V2" (Fig. 14) Fig. 14; (ii) these are mean absolute values, i.e. the negative shift and slope of one thin stripe in this sample is treated as positive.
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S. Shipp and S. Zeki logical transition may have been present in a nontested modality, disparity selectivity being one obvious example (Hubel & Livingstone, 1987; Peterhans & von der Heydt, 1993; Roe & Ts'o, 1995) . The aim of the precise segmentation was to search for visual switchbacks at functional0stripe borders, as predicted by a "ratchet" model of stripe topography (see Fig. 7D ), in which the gradient of the map across each stripe exceeds the gradient of the global map.
Having noted previously, the qualitative basis for a "ratchet" topography in V2 , we have now subjected a larger dataset to a more systematic analysis (e.g. averaging monocular data to reduce noise and resolving topographic shifts into iso-eccentric and isopolar vectors). The procedure differs from that used by Roe and Ts'o (1995) who plotted only a scalar quantity, the visual displacement of successive RFs from the first field recorded. They were thus able to diagnose the presence of visual discontinuity across stripe borders, without further characterizing the details of topography. Our own analysis finds that stripe borders are particularly associated with breaks in the representation of eccentricity, and that these are significantly greater than any disruption in the representation of polar angle, for instance, or discontinuity in interocular disparity. The size of switchbacks is related to the gradient of the submap across stripes. We measured the latter using the "slope index" (which discards RF scatter and compares the shift in RF location across a stripe to that across its parent cycle). Ideally, the ratchet model predicts a slope index of 1.0 in each stripe, and switchbacks equal to 50% of the cycle step on average. The mean values for these parameters, across all stripes, were 0.97 and 40%. Variation between the three classes of stripe was not statistically significant. However, it is worth noting that the slope index of interstripes slightly exceeds 1.0, if the pair within a cycle are treated as functionally equivalent with equal shares of visual representation (and hence their internal map compared to half a cycle-step); the question of whether interstripes are, in fact, identical in function is considered in the companion paper (Shipp & Zeki, 2002) . The mean slope indices of thick and thin stripes were below 1.0, which could mean that the submaps of these two classes are partially reliant on RF scatter to achieve visual continuity. However, the shortfall in slope index was not great, and it is worth noting that the general effect of any interference from multiple submapping within a stripe is to boost scatter and reduce the estimated slope of a single submap (the thick stripe reanalyzed in Fig. 15 provides an obvious example). On balance, we feel that the ratchet model provides a good fit to our data, and should not, on this evidence, be rejected in favor of more complex alternatives.
Typically, therefore, we observed both functional and topographic discontinuities at stripe borders. This pattern of organization is reminiscent of (cat) V1, where fractures in the local maps of orientation tend to coincide with steeper local topographic gradients, but where regions of continuity in the representation of orientation also tend to be more uniform in their spatial locations (Das & Gilbert, 1997) . Although the functional discontinuities in V2 may be intermodal (e.g. from color to orientation) as well as intramodal (one orientation to another), it is generally true in both V1 and V2 that the fractures in functional and topographic maps coincide. It is noteworthy that theoretical models for development of multidimensional maps across a two-dimensional cortical surface based on the original Kohonen algorithm (Kohonen, 1982) did not express this property: instead, these models predicted that shifts in orientation and in spatial coordinates would be anticorrelated (Durbin & Mitchison, 1990; Obermayer et al., 1990; Swindale & Bauer, 1998) . In a similar vein, there is no theoretical obstacle to a perfectly smooth ("ramp") model of V2 topography (see Fig. 7C ), that can deliver full visual coverage to all stripe classes without fracturing the global visual map along stripe borders. If these models are inaccurate, it may be because they lack a Hebbian-like element in the determination of local circuitry, one that acts to promote links between RFs of similar response selectivity and spatial location (Mitchison & Swindale, 1999) . For instance, a more recent model of the results of Das and Gilbert uses rules governing the implementation of intrinsic connections (e.g. connections between like oriented units) to simulate the cortical map in V1 (Ernst et al., 1999) . The basic idea is that the determinants of synapse formation may act to stabilize, rather than dispel, discontinuities in developing cortical maps, perhaps enabling initial fractures in one system to spread to another.
In conclusion, therefore, one implication of the ratchet model is that fuzzy cytochrome oxidase stripe borders (our "marginal zones") do not appear to be functionally significant features of the stripe architecture: we have no evidence that the interface between stripes is a zone with a special set of properties, that might be particularly significant with regard to integration of neighboring functions. Rather, any integrative actions would seem to be conducted across the body of stripes (and evidently this must be true of any interactions of thick and thin stripes, which commonly do not abut). Pursuing this train of thought, we switch our attention to the global, rather than local, characteristics of a striped architecture. Figs. 8 and 15 . Units 3-7 all showed a preference for LW light; units 10-13 comprised two units with a preference for MW, and two with a preference for SW light. These two sequences display a typical switchback topography, as if representing separate visual maps. Units 14-15 also had LW preference; the intervening units 8-9 were not spectrally tuned. The subsequent interstripe appears to have a featureless, "flat" topography.
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The basic idea to be examined here is that the striped architecture of V2 represents a "design" in which the multiple maps, being interlaced only along one axis of V2 (the axis parallel to the V1 border or, in visual field terms, the isopolar axis), exert a consequent anisotropy in the isopolar and iso-eccentric magnification factors, in the overall shape and dimensions of V2, and in its internal and external relationships. This involves a working assumption that the design of V2 is uniform throughout the cerebral hemisphere-a notion that has yet to be proven since most studies of topography concern only the relatively central zone located within the lunate sulcus.
Magnification factors
It is apt to set the scene by analogy to V1, whose interlaced ocular-dominance (OD) stripes should give rise to an anisotropic global map-with magnification perpendicular to OD stripes double that parallel to stripes-unless the map internal to an OD stripe showed some compensation, that is, a relative compression of the magnification across its width (Hubel & Freeman, 1977; Hubel & Wiesel, 1977) . From their 2-deoxyglycose (2DG) retinotopic data, Tootell et al. (1988) concluded that such compensation was either absent, or at best partial, since the overall cortical representation was certainly greater in the dimension perpendicular to OD stripes. This concurs with the earlier finding of Van Essen et al. (1984) that the local isopolar to iso-eccentric magnification ratio is close to 2, along the inferior and superior VM (where OD stripes tend to be orderly and arranged perpendicular to the V10V2 border), but not along the HM (where the arrangement is more jumbled).
The simplest model of V2 would be that the three-fold remapping, expressed by its cytochrome stripes, triples the magnification factor for the isopolar versus iso-eccentric axis. A departure from this expected 3:1 ratio could imply (1) that unitary functional maps inside a stripe are not isotropic, or (2) that there is additional remapping internal to stripes, acting to distort the 3:1 ratio. Previous estimates of the isopolar to iso-eccentric ratio of magnification factors are very inconsistent: 1.5:1 reported for V2 in Cebus monkey (Rosa et al., 1988) and 6:1 for the macaque (Roe & Ts'o, 1995) .
The present data are largely in agreement with the earlier report (Rosa et al., 1988) . The issue of different species is probably unimportant, given that V2 in Macaca and Cebus are approximately equal in size and dimensions (Rosa et al., 1988) . We find an average isopolar magnification of 3.1 mm0deg for dorsal V2, over an eccentricity range of 2-5 deg. Rosa et al. (1988) summarize isopolar magnification according to the equation:
. This gives M ϭ 3.29, and 2.80 mm0deg at eccentricities of 3.0 deg and 3.5 deg, respectively-effectively an identical result. We did not attempt to measure iso-eccentric magnification directly, but it is simple to estimate it in principle from the quadrantic map of V2, running between the HM and VM. All we need to know is the width~w! of V2, which is about 10 mm on average [about 8-9 mm on flatmounted cortex (Olavarria & Van Essen, 1997) , so about 10 mm in reality, allowing for histological shrinkage]. Hence, Predictions for iso-eccentric magnification calculated in this way are compared with the values determined by Rosa et al.'s empirical formula in Table 7 , showing very good agreement. At 3.5-deg eccentricity, for instance, the value is about 1.8 mm0deg, so our direct estimate of the isopolar : iso-eccentric ratio of magnification factors (at 3.5-deg eccentricity) is 3.0801.82 ϭ 1.70 Roe and Ts'o (1995) report values for iso-eccentric (inverse) magnification of 1.5-2 deg0mm (i.e. an along-stripe magnification of 0.7-0.5 mm0deg). This estimate was derived from a single pair of electrode tracks, 1 mm apart, both of which passed across a thin stripe and an interstripe. However, at a separation of 1 mm along the length of the stripes, the distance between aggregate RFs is likely to be influenced by local map distortions accompanying substripe clustering of function. Certainly, a value of 0.7 mm0deg seems to underestimate magnification in the iso-eccentric axisimplying for instance, a total width of about 4 mm for V2 at an eccentricity of 3.5 deg, according to the simple formula above. A further consequence is the notion of a 6:1 asymmetry in isopolar to iso-eccentric magnification, stemming from their magnification across a stripe (1.0-1.5 mm0deg) being approximately twice that along a stripe: Roe and Ts'o assumed that three interleaved isotropic maps would yield a 3:1 ratio, doubling to 6:1 if there is a two-fold internal stripe anisotropy.
An expansion of magnification in the axis across a single stripe would be unexpected, and might imply a further remapping of function in this dimension (i.e. additional to that between stripes), as Roe and Ts'o suggest. Previously, Rosa et al. had adopted precisely analogous, but opposite reasoning, in a model stipulating remapping of separate functions along stripes, in order to account for the global magnification ratio being less than 3:1, that is, almost 1.5:1. Both models assume that a submap inside a stripe has isotropic magnification, but there is no compelling reason that this must be so. We can confirm a global magnification anisotropy of around 1.5:1, but do not believe that it provides a firm constraint over the order, geometry or isotropy of functional maps internal to stripes.
The asymmetric dimensions of V2 and its external relationships
If the width of dorsal V2 is 10 mm, its length is about 4-5 times greater (Olavarria & Van Essen, 1997) . Is this asymmetry in the overall dimensions entirely due to remapping between stripes, and . (b) according to the formula M ϭ 2w~p{ecc! Ϫ1 , where w ϭ width of V2, using w ϭ 10 mm (see text for explanation). a consequent anisotropy of magnification that is minimally 1.5-fold? Integration of Rosa et al.'s formula for isopolar magnification (cited above) over the range 1-60 deg, gives about 42 mm; add 3-4 mm for the central 1 deg and the total length roughly matches the anatomical measurement from flatmounted tissue. However, even if magnification in the isopolar and iso-eccentric dimensions were equal, the overall dimensions of dorsal V2 would still be notably asymmetric: integration of Rosa et al.'s formula for iso-eccentric magnification (imagine that it also describes isopolar magnification) over 1-60 deg gives an overall length of about 34 mm (after adding 4 mm for the central 1 deg). Hence, a quadrantic representation with isotropic magnification gives rise to an area whose long and short axes are at least 3:1 in relative length. It is fair to conclude that the striped architecture of V2 further distends this shape, but not that it is the sole responsible factor.
The reason for the separation of the superior and inferior quadrants may be that it permits V2 to adopt a concentric conformation around V1, as if to facilitate (by physical proximity) interrelationships between homotopic parts of the visual field in the two areas-possibly at the cost of defacilitating internal relationships in V2 (i.e. between points either side of the HM) (Allman & Kaas, 1974) . This interpretation initially arose for the smooth brained owl monkey-and the inference is still sounder in macaque, or Cebus monkeys, where cortical folding brings large parts of V1 and V2 into apposition on opposite walls of a gyrus. Thus, the subdivision of V2 into iso-eccentric stripes acts in harmony with the quadrantic delocalization. A hypothetical alternativeisopolar stripes spanning the long axis of V2-would tend to counteract the effect of the second-order transform, acting to swell the width of V2 and to cut the length of its border with V1. The argument might be extended to encompass V3, which has a similar (albeit mirror-image) visual field transform to V2 (Zeki, 1969; Newsome et al., 1986; Van Essen et al., 1986; Gattass et al., 1988) . There is a great deal of recurrent circuitry between the three areas, and much simultaneous activity Nowak et al., 1995; Schmolesky et al., 1998; Schroeder et al., 1998) . For instance, the latency of activity in layers 4, 3, and 2 of V2 is similar to that of supragranular neurons of V1 . So one possible factor governing the global architecture of stripes in V2 could be a constraint on interareal connectivity, acting to maximize the brain proximity of processing related to the same part of space, and perhaps to facilitate transareal synchronization of activity (Engel et al., 1991; Bressler, 1996; Traub et al., 1996) .
Stripe geometry and internal relationships
Equally, it is worth considering how the striped architecture affects internal processing within V2. Many anatomical studies agree that the (patchy) fields of intrinsic connections found to surround a focus of tracer deposition are oval in shape, with the long axis extending medio-laterally, that is, perpendicular to the stripes (Rockland, 1985; Cusick & Kaas, 1988; Amir et al., 1993; Lund et al., 1993; Levitt et al., 1994; Malach et al., 1994) . Hence the overall span of the field of connectivity may approximate symmetry in its visual dimensions. The majority of connections occur within 2.5 mm of the injection site, and they represent all possible stripe-stripe interactions within the context of a single cycle (Levitt et al., 1994; Malach et al., 1994) . The absolute range can exceed 4 mm, commensurate with communication between adjacent cycles, for example, between successive thin stripes (Livingstone & Hubel, 1984; Cusick & Kaas, 1988) . In principle, intrinsic connections between two stripes of the same class should cost more than connections along a single stripe, in terms of a greater length of wiring (about 50%), and inherent timing delay, per unit of visual field traversed. Due to the ratchet topography of V2, there is less iso-polar:iso-eccentric asymmetry in the shorter range connections between dissimilar stripes. Does this have any particular impact on visual function? If so, the prediction is for asymmetry between the isopolar and isoeccentric dimensions of the visual field, manifest in homogenous interactions (i.e. between similar stripes in adjacent cycles). A potential outcome is that the neighborhood for local, cooperative interactions might be more extensive in the iso-eccentric axis. However, although cooperative effects involving motion and stereo are known to exist (Westheimer, 1979; Williams et al., 1986; Nawrot & Sekuler, 1990) , their spatial geometry has not been extensively tested. An obvious scenario might concern optic flow, since the conformation of stripes in V2 would seem to favor the analysis of rotation (iso-eccentric motion) over expansion (isopolar motion); yet the example is purely conjectural, as its ecological benefit is unclear, and V2 is not known to be a key component in optic flow analysis. Also, it has to be noted that the iso-eccentric0isopolar visual geometry of stripes is less precise in ventral V2 than dorsal V2: in ventral V2, some stripes curve away from V1, to run almost parallel to the anterior border of V2 with V3 (Olavarria & Van Essen, 1997) . In short, the evolutionary impetus provided by stripes that traverse the short, rather than long axis of V2-or indeed, in preference to a blob0matrix pattern-is unclear. It could involve either the internal or external relationships of V2 (or both), but the question does seem worth posing, if only as a tool to probe the factors determining global cortical architecture.
